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Systematic Investment Plan (SIP) needs no introduction. It is quite popular among retail investors. Interestingly, the 
“systematic” exibility offered by mutual funds does not end here. There are two more features - Systematic Transfer 
Plan (STP) and Systematic Withdrawal Plan (SWP). This article throws light on these lesser-known two options.

Disciplined use of lump sum

Is it wise to invest lumpsum when the underlying equity market is volatile in the short term? May not be so. The thumb-
rule is to invest in equity progressively over time. Simultaneously, the amount can be preserved with stable returns from 
debt/liquid fund. That is possible by opting for the STP feature - transferring from debt/ liquid funds to equity funds at 
regular intervals. 

Here's a case study to understand how STP works: Ram has received Rs 1.2 lakh as annual bonus and he wants to invest 
in equity but does not want to time the market. What can he do? He can invest in a debt fund and transfer money to an 
equity scheme systematically (Rs 10,000 on a monthly basis) at regular frequency by using STP. By doing this, he gets 
triple benets of generating returns on his debt investment, with smooth transition in asset allocation and getting the 
benet of SIP (rupee cost averaging) in an equity scheme. Assuming debt fund returns 8%, Ram would be left with Rs 
4,433 even after transferring 12 installments of Rs 10,000 each (total Rs 1.20 lakh), reecting income earned from debt 
fund. 

Be conservative when goal nears

STP protects the wealth created. In case of medium- to long-term goals such as child's education and retirement 
planning, one must change allocation from an aggressive (equity) to a conservative (debt) asset class as the time of 
target goal nears. Investors can do this by opting for STP from equity funds to debt funds.

For instance, Ravi wants to retire when he turns 60. At 50, he has built a retirement corpus of Rs 2 crore by investing only 
in equity funds. As he has 10 years left to retire, he wants to safeguard his corpus without excluding the equity asset 
class.
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Better use of market dynamics

Some mutual funds also offer variants of STP to help investors take advantage of market dynamics. Tracking the equity 
market constantly is not feasible for all. Variable transfer plan (VTP) and trigger investment plan (TRIP) are 
advantageous options.

Table 1: STP Process

Ravi's Age
Equity fund 
Value (` cr)

Debt fund 
value (` cr)

Total (` cr)
Equity 

Allocation
Debt 

Allocation

50 2.00 0.00 2.00 100% 0%

52 1.77 0.80 2.56 69% 31%

54 1.49 1.72 3.21 46% 54%

56 1.12 2.81 3.93 29% 71%

58 0.64 4.07 4.71 14% 86%

60 0.00 5.54 5.54 0% 100%

Assuming equity and debt funds grow at an annualised rate of 15% and 8%, respectively 

VTP helps investors systematically transfer a variable amount, unlike regular STP which transfers a xed amount, from 
the source fund to the target fund. This investment strategy encourages investing a large amount when the market is 
down and a xed amount (as stipulated in the plan) when the market is up, thereby effectively averaging down the cost. 

VARIABLE TRANSFER PLAN (VTP)

VTP

(Fixed amount of VTP as mentioned in the plan x No. of installments including current) -
(Market value of investment made in target scheme) 

Fixed amount of VTP as mentioned in the plan

Whichever is
higher

or=

Let's take a case where an investor opts 
for VTP and chooses to transfer Rs 
5,000 (as stipulated in the plan) on a 
monthly basis from the source fund to 
the target fund. It can be inferred from 
table 2 that when the net asset value 
(NAV) of the target fund falls, higher 
amount is transferred from the source 
fund and when NAV rises, xed amount 
of Rs 5,000 is invested. For instance in 
case of second installment, the market 
value of investment on the date of 
transfer is Rs 4500 (500 X 9). The 
amount of second installment as per 
VTP would be (Rs 5000 x 2) – Rs 4500 = 
Rs 5500, which is higher than xed 
amount of Rs 5000 stipulated in FTP. 
Eventually, more amount is invested 
when the market is down and this helps 
lower average cost of purchase vis-à-vis 
regular STP (table 2 and chart 1). 

Table 2: VTP Process

VTP Regular STP

For illustration purpose only

Month NAV Amount 
Transferred 

(`)

Amount 
Transferred 

(`)

Units 
Accumulated

Units 
Accumulated

1 10 5000 5000 500500

2 9 5500 5000 10561111

3 8 6111 5000 16811875

4 7 6875 5000 23952857

5 10 5000 5000 28953357

6 11 5000 5000 33493812

7 12 5000 5000 37664228

Average cost 9.299.10

He can opt for STP from equity funds to debt funds. By transferring approx. Rs 3 lakh every month, his allocation from 
equity fund would systematically reduce to nil at the age of 60. The STP feature will redeem equity fund units worth Rs 3 
lakh every month and buy debt fund units of the same amount for the next 10 years. The systematic change in asset 
allocation will help Ravi build a retirement corpus of Rs 5.5 crore at end of the 60th year (Table 1).



Take control of your cash ow needs

Some nancial goals require a regular ow of funds - school fees or household and medical expenses especially in post-
retirement age. While SIP and STP features deal in investing and transferring money among various investments, in 
SWP money comes back to the investor for end-use. 

Tax efciency 

In order to ensure regular ow of money to meet expenses, most Indians prefer to invest in bank xed deposits (FDs) as 
they provide uninterrupted inow in the form of interest. Some may even prefer dividend options of mutual funds for 
regular inows. Regrettably, interest from banks FDs attracts personal tax, and debt mutual fund dividends attract 
dividend distribution tax (DDT) of 25% (excluding surcharge and cess). Moreover, the dividend amount is not xed and 
is based on the fund house's discretion. 

However, the need for regular income can be fullled by SWP in debt/ liquid funds given its tax efciency.

Let's assume investor, who falls in highest tax bracket of 30%, has corpus of Rs 12.50 lakhs and wants regular income of 
Rs 1 lakh annually. Investor considers below three options assuming all provide inows of Rs 1 lakh per year. 

• SWP from debt fund

• Dividend option of debt fund

• Interest payment from Bank's FD

SYSTEMATIC WITHDRAWAL PLAN (SWP)

Chart 1: VTP versus regular STP

Source: Bloomberg and AMFI, till July 2016.

When NAV falls larger amount is transferred in VTP vs. STP effectively buying more units and lowering average cost
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Some savy equity investors look for specic index 

levels for buying and selling decisions. They invest 

more when the market, represented by a specic 

benchmark, is lower offering higher value and book 

prot when the market reaches unsustainable 

levels. The trigger facility helps investors to do 

away with hassles of tracking the market. In this 

plan, investors need to mention specic levels of 

index to trigger pre-determined percentage of the 

amount to be transferred from the source fund to 

the target fund. When the index reaches the stated 

level, the facility will automatically take action (buy 

or sell).

TRIGGER INVESTMENT PLAN (TRIP)

Debt
(Target Fund)

20% @ 28000
25% @ 29200
25% @ 29900
30% @ 30300

Equity
(Source Fund)

Investor

Market is continuously trending
higher. It is better to book prot at

different levels

Equity
(Target Fund)

15% @ 29000
20% @ 27500
30% @ 26500
35% @ 25500

Debt
(Source Fund)

Investor

I am expecting markets to correct.
I want to invest in equity funds at

lower levels in phases

Triggers
set at

specic
index

Case 1
Equity market are trading 

@ 30,000 level

Case 2
Equity market are trading 

@ 27,000 level



Mutual Fund investments are subject to market risks, read all scheme related documents carefully.
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Table 3: Tax treatment

STCG tax of 30% levied on capital gains for less than three years and LTCG tax of 20% post-indexation for more than three years in case of SWP in debt fund, 
DDT @ 25% on dividend income from debt fund and Tax @ 30% on interest income from bank's FD Surcharge and cess has been ignored for ease of calculation 
Cost of ination index is assumed to grow by 5%

Tax payable

SWP in 
debt fund

LTCG 
tax

STCG 
tax

Capital 
gains

NAV 
appreciation

No of units 
redeemed 

Amount 
redeemed

Cost 
index of 
ination

Rise in 
NAV

Year
Bank 

FD

Dividend 
income 

from debt 
fund

- -----10.0010.000 --
-2,2227,4070.809,259100,00010.5010.801 30,00025,000

-4,28014,2661.668,573100,00011.0311.662 30,00025,000

-6,18520,6172.607,938100,00011.5812.603 30,00025,000

2,131-10,6573.607,350100,00012.1613.604 30,00025,000

2,628-13,1384.696,806100,00012.7614.695 30,00025,000

150,00017,446 125,000Total

As seen in the table 3, investor pays lower tax in SWP compared with FDs & dividend option. This is because a withdrawal 
via SWP is a combination of principal & appreciation, where only appreciation is taxed. Lower tax incidence in case of 
SWP in debt funds is because tax is levied only on prot made on redeeming units while in case of FDs & dividends, tax is 
levied on the entire income. Further, for a period over three years, investor stands to benet more thanks to the 
indexation benet. Debt funds held for more than three years are taxed at 20% after the indexation benet. It simply 
means that original investment is adjusted for the price of ination & taxed, resulting into lower tax outows.

STP vs SWP

Particulars STP SWP

Meaning
It allows investors to systematically transfer 
a xed amount from one scheme to 
another at regular intervals

It allows investors to withdraw money from 
a mutual fund scheme at regular intervals

Variants / options
• VTP
• Trigger plans

• Fixed withdrawal
• Appreciation withdrawal

Usage It is used to change asset allocation 
It is used as a means for deriving 
regular income

Flow of money
Money is transferred from one investment 
to another - equity to debt or vice-versa

Money is transferred from investment 
to the bank account for end-use

Suitability

• For investor who wants to gradually move 
  equity to debt to preserve capital
• For investor who wants to increase exposure 
  to equity from debt in case of receiving 
  windfall gain

• Retired person who wants regular income 
  in non-income years
• To meet regular expenses such as school 
  fees, etc.


